
 

 

Chapter 755 

Yi Yan kissed her ear again, gradually turned to her face, and then kissed her mouth again. 

Yin Luo turned around, facing Yi Yan, closed his eyes and said, “Yi Yan, stop making trouble, I don’t want 

to.” 

Okay. Seeing that Yin Luo really wanted to sleep, Yi Yan had to give up. Finally, he kissed the corner of 

her mouth and then went to the bathroom to take a shower. 

When Yi Yan woke up the next day, Yin Luo was no longer in bed. Yi Yan sighed. Originally, he wanted to 

do a two-person exercise with her in the morning. However, what did Yin Luo do so early? 

After Yi Yan finished washing, he went downstairs to look for Yin Luo, and later found her in the kitchen. 

It turned out that his little woman wanted to cook for him. 

He waited for her at the dining table. After a while, she brought the meal to the dining table. It could be 

seen that she got up quite early. 

Chairman, breakfast is here. Yin Luo said, “You used to dislike my cooking skills, don’t know how this 

time is?” 

It must be delicious. Looking at the food in Yin Luo’s hands, Yi Yan had already salivated. 

Yin Luo pushed Yi Yan’s share in front of him, doing the same as last time. After Yi Yan tasted everything, 

Yin Luo asked expectantly, “How’s it going this time? Don’t lie to me.” 

Well, it’s better and improved. Yi Yan praised, her cooking skills are much better than last time. 

You have the foresight. Yin Luo was naturally very happy after being praised. 

Yi Yan looked at Yin Luo with a grimace, “You curse me.” 

Yin Luo wanted to make a joke with him, and now he changed his words immediately, “Well, I wish you 

a good journey, good luck, and everything will come true.” 

Yi Yan nodded, “It’s pretty much the same.” 

Breakfast was about to be finished soon, and Gu Yan had also come to the door, urging Yi Yan to leave 

quickly. 

Kiss. Yi Yan demanded. 

Yin Luo was helpless, because her chief executive had a lot of work, so she had to kiss him on the cheek, 

and Yi Yan was willing to go with Gu Yan. 

After Yi Yan left, Yin Luo should also go to work. After bidding farewell to Zhang’s mother, Yin Luo went 

to the company. 



Yin Luo worked alone in the company and worked until a little more. Without Yi Yan calling her to eat, 

she had forgotten that she wanted to go to the staff restaurant to eat, but now she should have no 

more food, so she can only go out to eat. 

After eating by himself, he felt a little irritable, but he was already on the plane, and the phone should 

be turned off. 

I didn’t want to call, but in the end, for some reason, Yin Luo still dialed Yi Yan uncontrollably. 

The phone rang only once, and there was a voice saying “Hello, the phone you dialed is turned off, 

please call again later, rry…” 

Yi Yan’s cell phone was really turned off, and Yin Luo was eating boringly. Originally, she thought that 

there was no Yi Yan sticking to her, she should be very happy, but she didn’t expect to feel boring now. 

But as the saying goes, Xiaobie wins newlyweds, so after Yi Yan returns, their relationship will get better 

and better. She seems to like Yi Yan a little bit. 

It was not until night that Yi Yan called Yin Luo back. 

Yin Luo answered the phone expectantly, and a familiar voice came from the other end. This voice can 

calm and fascinate people.  

Luo Luo, did you miss me? The man’s voice was lazy. 

It’s okay, what about you? Yin Luo was a little duplicity. 

Yi Yan replied decisively, “Of course, I miss you, Luo Luo.” 

Did you just get off the plane? Yin Luo asked. 

Well, I just got off the plane and I’m in the car now. Yi Yan answered truthfully. 

Yin Luo worried, “Is it tired from the plane? It’s getting late now. You can sleep in the car for a while. I 

won’t bother you.” 

Well, you have to be good. 

After hanging up the phone, Yin Luo felt a little relieved. Although she wanted to say a few more words 

to him, she still didn’t want to affect his rest. He should be quite tired now. 

On this day, Yin Luo still returned to Pin Yinyuan. These days, he has gotten used to it. It’s just that I fell 

asleep not as early as before. I listened to children’s songs in bed for a while, turned over a few times, 

and thought about some things that I wanted to work… He Yi Yan, then fell asleep. 

She slept until the next morning, and she was not in the mood to cook breakfast. After eating the meal 

made by Wang’s mother, she drove to the company to work by herself. 

As soon as I arrived at the door of the company, I met Lu Shuchen. 

He shouldn’t appear here, but now that he appears, it means that he should be waiting for her. I wanted 

to steal it away, but it was still discovered by Lu Shuchen. 

Luoluo. Lu Shuchen stopped her. 



Yin Luo had to stop, “President Lu, is there anything wrong?” 

Luo Luo, we were going to be engaged before, anyway, do you have to talk to me like this now? Lu 

Shuchen grabbed Yin Luo and frowned. He and Yin Luo hadn’t seen each other for a long time, and now 

they are reunited. 

Yin Luo struggled, “Thank you for letting go, I’m going to be late for work.” 

Thinking that Yin Luo might be late for work, Lu Shuchen let her go. Now he wanted to leave a good 

impression on Yin Luo’s heart. 

I let go, Luoluo, then can you give me a chance, I have a lot to say to you, are we going to break up? 

Yin Luo thought for a while, indeed she should clarify this matter with Lu Shuchen more clearly, she has 

been very well with Yi Yan now, and Lu Shuchen, the province, has been entangled again. 

Okay, I’ll see you again, but I’m not giving you a chance. Some things must be made clear. I’m busy 

today. I have to see customers at noon and evening. Just tomorrow, at noon tomorrow, and then I’ll talk 

about it. 

Lu Shuchen nodded, “Well, as long as you can meet with me, we will talk well.” 

Then can I go now? Yin Luo asked. 

Yeah. Lu Shuchen gave way to Yin Luo and left after watching Yin Luo enter the company. 

… 

At noon the next day, Lu Shuchen came to Yin Luo’s company to pick her up, and went to a nearby 

restaurant to have dinner together. 

In order to see Yin Luo earlier and to give her a surprise, Yi Yan, who was supposed to be back two days 

later, just spent half a day talking about the matter, and then hurried back without a break. 

Hurry up, hurry up. Yi Yan urged the driver. She wanted to go back sooner to see Yin Luo. 

Finally returned to Pin Yin Yuan, Yi Yan took the gift he brought back, and looked around for a while but 

did not find Yin Luo. 

Where is the young grandma? Yi Yan asked Zhang’s mother.  

Young grandma doesn’t come here at noon, only at night. She should be still in the company now. 

Madam Zhang guessed. 

Yeah. Yi Yan nodded, then ran to the car and asked the driver to take him to Yin Luo’s company. 

I took the elevator to the top floor and pushed open the office door, only to find that there was no Yin 

Luo inside. So he called assistant Lin Lin. 

Have you seen your president? Where did she go after work? Yi Yan asked. 

Thinking that she saw a man come to the president with her own eyes, Lin Lin snickered. This time, Mr. 

Yi should be very angry, plus her cheering and jealousy… 



I…I…I dare not say. 

Say! Yi Yan had vaguely felt something in his heart, and only hoped that Yin Luo wouldn’t have any 

trouble. 

I saw Mr. Lu came to the company to pick up Mr. Yin for dinner at noon today, and the two of them… 

still hugged and behaved intimately. Mr. Yi, don’t be angry, maybe they are just friends. Lin Lin seemed 

to say kindly. 

Where? Yi Yan had no excitement when he came back. Of course he didn’t want to believe it, but he still 

wanted to know what the truth was like. 

His woman must not let him down. 

He said before that he would prove it for a lifetime, as long as… as long as she doesn’t betray him, as 

long as she is his. 

Lin Lin was a little scared and said, “I…I heard them say that they are going to a restaurant near the 

company, which seems to be called Shangshiju.” 

Knowing the location, Yi Yan rushed there. He clenched the gift in his hand. It was a ring box with a 

diamond ring in it. It was specially made by him in country b. The initial pinyin of his and Yin Luo’s names 

were engraved on it. . This time he happened to be on a business trip to country b, and he just got it 

back. He had hoped to see how she liked it when she got the ring, but now he doesn’t know if it is 

needed. 

Arriving at the Shangshi residence, Yi Yan stood outside and saw Yin Luo and Lu Shuchen eating by the 

window. 

Didn’t she say that Lu Shuchen is in the past tense, and I hope he won’t mention it again? How come she 

still sees him now? Have to eat with him, and more importantly, see him while he is away? If it hadn’t 

been for him to come back early, thinking of giving her a surprise, I’m afraid she would have been 

cheated by her a long time ago. 

If Lu Shuchen is really just a past tense of her, then why does she still see him? 

In the end, she still has Lu Shuchen in her heart. And he, just ridiculously broke into her life, just a tool 

she used to cover the company. Their marriage, for her, is just a deal. 

Funny, Yi Yan turned and left without disturbing Yin Luo and Lu Shuchen. 

Living in a stalemate. 

Lu Shuchen, I’m serious, I fell in love with Yi Yan, maybe, at first, I just traded with him, but then we liked 

each other. We are married, and I have given myself to him, Therefore, Lu Shuchen, I hope you will stop 

pestering me. Yin Luo persuaded. 

Lu Shuchen naturally wanted to try his best to save “Luoluo, I don’t believe, how can a person become 

so fast, you are lying to me, you just want me to let go, I know. You…” 



It’s useless to say more. If you don’t realize it, I can’t help it. This meal is over, I’m afraid this is the last 

meal for you and me. I hope we will no longer be entangled and be well with each other from now on. 

After that, Yin Luo Picked up the bag and was leaving. 

Luoluo, Luoluo… 

What did Ren Lu Shuchen say, Yin Luo wouldn’t look back. This is the last time she persuaded him, only 

hope that he will stop being obsessed. 

When she returned to Pin Yinyuan at night, Zhang Ma looked at her with strange eyes. 

What’s wrong? Zhang Ma. Yin Luo asked. 

Young lady, young master, why didn’t he come back with you? 

Yi Yan is back today? Why don’t I know. Yin Luo asked in confusion.  

 


